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YOUR PIECE

HUNTRESS
WHITEWHITE
    ROOK    ROOK

Helena Wayne is one of the set’s two white rooks. As she is 
Batman’s daughter – albeit one born on the parallel world 
of Earth-Two – it’s only fitting she should be one of the most 
powerful pieces on the board.



THE DARK KNIGHT’S DAUGHTER
Helena Wayne was the Huntress, the daughter of 
Batman from the parallel world of Earth-Two. Now 
another hero has assumed the mantle as Helena 
Bertinelli used the role to avenge her family’s murder.

WORLDS AT WAR
The New God Darkseid launched the 
Apokolips War – unleashing the demonic 
forces of the planet Apokolips in an assault 
on Earth-Two. Cities were destroyed, and 
entire countries enslaved. Batman rallied 
Earth-Two’s super heroes in defence of the 
planet. He created a computer code that 
would disable the android-like Parademons 
of Apokolips – but he needed access to the 
invaders’ primary communications beacon in 
order to transmit the potentially crippling 
virus. With Superman and Wonder Woman at 
his side, Batman fought his way through the 
ruined city of Metropolis to reach his target. 
All three heroes perished in the charge – but 
before his death, Batman successfully 
transmitted the virus. His sacrifice – and that 
of his fellow super heroes – ensured the 
survival of Earth-Two. In the immediate 
aftermath of the final battle, Helena Wayne 
and Superman’s Kryptonian cousin, Kara, flew 
into a Boom Tube in search of Darkseid. The 
Boom Tube – an Apokoliptian means of 
interplanetary travel – seemed to explode, 
depositing the two teenagers far from home.

A NEW WORLD
Although disorientated by the journey, 
Helena and Kara soon discovered that they 

Helena Wayne was born in an 
alternative reality on a world known 
as Earth-Two. As the daughter of 

Bruce Wayne – who fought for justice as 
Batman just like his counterpart on the 
main Earth of the DC universe – Helena 
followed in her father’s crime-fighting 
footsteps. She developed the costumed 
identity of Robin, and became an acrobatic 
squire to her father’s nocturnal Dark 
Knight. The teenager seemed destined for 
greatness – but destiny took a detour when 
aliens invaded Earth-Two.
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Daddy’s girl. Helena as Robin on Earth-Two.

Role change. Huntress and 
Power Girl on Earth-One.

Explosive. Robin and Kara 
enter the Boom Tube.



THE DARK KNIGHT’S DAUGHTER

had arrived on the main Earth of the DC 
Universe – a world similar to their own but 
subtly different. This Earth also possessed 
a Batman and Superman – but both were 
younger, having only just emerged onto the 
world stage. Fearful that Darkseid’s spies 
could be lurking in the shadows, Helena 
and Kara decided to keep their arrival from 
Earth-Two a secret.

Helena used her considerable computer 
skills to siphon off funds from Wayne 
Enterprises – money that Kara used to 
pay for research into finding a way home. 
While Kara was surreptitiously establishing 
a worldwide business empire, Helena 
devoted much of her time to her vocation 
– crime-fighting. She moved to Gotham 
City, where she adopted the identity of 
Helena Bertinelli – a member of a Mafioso 
crime family who had recently died in tragic 
circumstances. By day, Helena acted as if 
she was a former ‘Mafia Princess’, 

but by night she became the Huntress – a 
vigilante who brought a particularly harsh 
brand of justice to the streets of Gotham 
City. As she put it herself, “I’ll settle for 
making the Huntress an urban legend one 
night at a time… one thug at a time… and 
nothing to mark my trail but smoke.”

With back-channel access to the 
considerable resources of Wayne 
Enterprises, Helena was able to procure 
everything she needed for her one-woman 
war on crime. Her body armour was state-  
of-the-art, and her arsenal included 
countless bo staffs, grapple lines, 
motorcycles and gas bombs. A mini-
crossbow became her weapon of choice, 
which she used to devastating – and 
occasionally lethal – effect.

FAMILY MATTERS
Batman naturally took an interest in the 
activities of the Huntress. Her false identity 
proved robust enough to withstand scrutiny 
from the Dark Knight, 
however, 
and he had 
no inkling 
of Helena’s 
true origins. 
Although he 
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Alter ego. Helena Bertinelli was a fake identity adopted by the Huntress.

In the money. Helena uses her skills to stay financially sound.



order, the Dark Knight once again cut off all 
ties with her. The Huntress went on to join 

forces with a band of former police 
officers, protecting Gotham City’s 
vulnerable citizens until the full rule 

of law could be finally restored to the 
stricken city.

BIRDS OF A FEATHER
In the aftermath of the No Man’s Land 

incident, the mysterious Oracle recruited 

greatly admired her bravery and fighting 
skills, Batman regarded the Huntress as 
unpredictable and violent. He believed that 
her willingness to use deadly force meant 
that she could never be a true hero. Other 
members of the extended Batman Family 
were more conciliatory, and the Huntress 
often helped the likes of Robin and 
Nightwing bring villains to justice.

The Huntress was desperate to prove 
her worth to the Dark Knight – but he 
continually kept her at arm’s length. When 
a number of Mafia bosses were murdered – 
killed by arrows fired from a mini-crossbow 
– suspicion fell on the Huntress. The 
Huntress resented Batman’s questioning 
and their relationship hit an all-time low 
when an argument deteriorated into a 
physical confrontation. During the fight, the 
Huntress’ crossbow misfired, and Batman 
was accidentally wounded.

The Huntress was eventually proven 
innocent of the Mafia killings, and she 
became even more determined to earn 
Batman’s respect. When Gotham City 
was hit by a cataclysmic earthquake and 
subsequently declared a lawless No Man’s 
Land, the Huntress patrolled the ruined 
city in the guise of Batgirl. As 
such, she worked alongside 
Batman, slowly gaining his 
approval. However, when 
she disobeyed a direct 

the Huntress into an all-
female taskforce called the 
Birds of Prey. Oracle – secretly 
former Batgirl Barbara Gordon – had 
established the team as a means of hunting 
down criminals who considered themselves 
to be beyond the reach of the law, and 
the Huntress proved to be the ideal field 
operative. Helena eventually discovered 
Oracle’s secret identity, establishing close 
friendships with Barbara Gordon 
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In the line of fire. 
Batman is accidentally 
shot by Huntress.

Rumbled. Huntress is unable to fool Batman in her Batgirl disguise.

Outside the law. Oracle calls on the Birds of Prey.



and fellow team member 
Black Canary.

The Huntress’ relationship 
with Batman also improved. The 
Dark Knight suffered a fractured 
skull when his Batrope was 
severed by the villainous Hush. It 

was the Huntress who was first on the 
scene to offer assistance – and Batman 
reflected that perhaps he’d been too 
judgmental in his assessment of the 
young heroine. “So much rage. Not 
sure I ever saw it before… so much like 
I was when I started out…”

THE ITALIAN JOB
The Huntress’ crusade against crime 
eventually took her to Italy. Illegal 
guns were flooding into Gotham via 
the port of Naples – and the Huntress 
was determined to cut off the illicit 
trade at source. She discovered 
that the weapons were originating 
in the North African country of 
Kufra – and that corrupt elements 
within the Italian government 

were actually facilitating the transfer 
in exchange for oil. What’s more, Kufra’s 
notorious dictator, Chairman Hassan, was 
also working with Italy’s crime families to 
traffic young women into Europe. The 
Huntress successfully disrupted the plans 
of the conspirators – and when it seemed 
as if Hassan would escape punishment by 
claiming diplomatic impunity, she killed him 

without remorse. “Don’t tell me about the 
law. I’m more interested in justice,” was 
her final rebuke to the villain.

The Huntress was now one of the 
most wanted women in Europe – with 
a billion-euro bounty on her head. She 

was saved from capture by the Italian 
authorities, however, by a timely 
intervention from her old friend 
Kara – who swept her out of the 

country in a private jet. The refugees 
had kept in regular contact since their 
arrival from Earth-Two – and Kara was 

excited to reveal that a recently purchased 
Quantum Tunneler could potentially pierce 
the interdimensional barriers and send 
them back home. Unfortunately, the theory 
was never put to the test, as an irradiated 
creature called Hakkou sabotaged the 
Quantum Tunneler. It seemed that Hakkou 
had some connection to the forces of 
Apokolips – and Kara was forced to use her 
superpowers in public in order to battle 
the monster. She donned a Super Hero 
costume to fight beside the Huntress as 
Power Girl. Power Girl eventually making it 
back to her own reality. 

THE NEW HUNTRESS
Following more changes in reality, a woman 
called Helena Bertinelli became the new 
Huntress. Unlike Helena Wayne, this Helena 
Bertinelli really was from a Mafia family. 
When she was just a little girl, Helena 
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Apocalyptic. Huntress and Power Girl are attacked by Hakkou.

People for sale. Huntress stumbles upon Hassan’s evil trade.
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witnessed her family murdered by the head 
of a rival family – the Cassamentos. She was 
spirited away to Sicily by her father’s friends 
for her own safety and raised by an aunt and 

and, after a stormy start, the three 
teamed up as a new incarnation 
of Birds of Prey to investigate.

FAMILY DRAMA
In time, Helena learned the 
shocking truth about her family’s 
murder – her own mother, 

Maria, had been partially 
responsible and was still 
alive. Maria had been in love 
with rival mobster Santo 
Cassamento. Knowing 
that she would never be 
allowed to leave her 
husband, Maria had 
arranged with Santo 
for her husband to be 

Fast learner. Helena is trained by her uncle Claudio.

Battle of wills. Huntress and Batgirl face off.

Swift justice. Huntress tracks down her family’s killers.

uncle in the shadow of a 
volcano. Uncle Claudio 
wanted to help the young 
girl to stop feeling like a 
target and started to train 
her in archery and fighting. 
Her path eventually led 
to the spy agency Spyral, 
where she trained other 
agents and worked with 
Dick Grayson during 
his short time in the 
organisation. Following 
Spyral’s collapse, she set 

out to kill those responsible for her family’s 
deaths. Taking on the name of the Huntress, 
she soon met Batgirl and Black Canary. 
Someone had taken over Barbara Gordon’s 
Oracle role and Batgirl was tracking down 
a lead – one the Huntress was trying to kill. 
The lead had already been killed, though, Birds of Prey. Huntress, Batgirl and Black 

Canary iron out some teething problems.
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killed. 
The 
mobsters 
working for 
Santo hated 
the rival family and shot 
the father and both children 
before dragging Maria out 
– or so they believed. Helena 
survived by rolling under the table 
and playing possum, believing her 
mother had been killed. Maria had 

in fact been taken to Santo, but after the 
trauma of seeing her family massacred, 
now hated her former lover and escaped 

his clutches. Maria then assumed a 
new identity, Fenice, and became a 
major crime boss. She had moved 
back to the States with one aim 
in mind – the destruction of the 

Cassamento family. When Huntress 
finally confronted Fenice, she 
revealed her true identity to 
her mother. She also finally 
had the chance to avenge her 

family’s murder and execute 
Santo. Instead, Helena let Santo 

live and allowed Gotham City 
P.D. to arrest both Santo and 

her mother.
Helena’s path crossed with her mother 

once again when Fenice fell under the 
control of the villainous Blackbird and 
the Calculator, an old enemy of Batgirl’s. 
Fenice fought Blackbird’s control and died 
trying to aid her daughter. The selfless act 
helped Helena come to terms with her own 
troubled past. 

VILE
The Huntress often worked in Gotham City. 
While she made few friends, she became 
close to a troubled woman called Mary Knox 
and sought to track down her killer when 
Mary was murdered. She was also called on 

by Batman to help track down the 
killer of Sarah Worth – daughter 
of powerful Gotham businessman 
Roland Worth – when Bruce Wayne 
became a suspect. The killer 
turned out to be a parasite called 
Vile. Huntress was infected by the 
creature before Batman came to 
her aid. She recovered and when 
Batman became infected was able 
to track him down because of her 
previous connection to the host. 
Huntress went on to kill the parasite 
as it left its host, helping to save 
Batman in the process. 

While Helena Bertinelli’s early 
life was mired in tragedy she has 
overcome it to become one of 
Batman’s most trusted allies. She 
has turned her back on vengeance 
and chosen to be a hero. Helena 
might not be the first Huntress 
in the DC Multiverse but she has 
earned the right to the name. 

Battle of wills. Huntress and Batgirl face off.

Kill shot. Huntress slays the parasite.

Moment of truth. Helena reveals her identity to her mother.

Infected. Huntress 
is attacked by Vile.

At peace. Helena visits her mother’s grave.
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Nathaniel Wayne.

Thomas Wayne confronts the demon Barbathos.

Lincoln March attacks Batman.

Solomon Wayne. 

Alan Wayne. 



As the daughter of Earth-Two’s Bruce Wayne, the Huntress is heir to a rich legacy. 
The Waynes of Earth-One also have an astounding past. From the dawn of time 
to the industrial revolution, their story is the history of Gotham itself.

GOTHAM GUIDE

vicinity of the newly established Gotham City. 
He eventually moved his entire family to 
Gotham – and his sons, Solomon and 
Joshua, were consequently the first Waynes 
to have a meaningful impact on the city. Both 
were ardent abolitionists, and during the 
American Civil War they established an 
Underground Railroad that ferried countless 
Southern slaves to freedom in Canada. 
Joshua was killed under mysterious 
circumstances – and some sources suggest 
that he died while protecting a young slave. 
Solomon had a much longer lifespan than his 
brother – eventually passing at the 
remarkable age of 104. In his time, he 
became a federal judge – dispensing harsh 
but fair justice to the criminal fraternity of 
Gotham. Solomon also had an interest in 
urban planning, and he commissioned the 
controversial architect Cyrus Pinkney to 
create many of the gothic spires that dot the 
Gotham City skyline. After Solomon died, his 
son, Alan, continued many of his good 
works. Alan was a true visionary – and more 
than anyone else, he was responsible for 
transforming Gotham into a modern, 
industrial city. 

4. THE CURSE FULFILLED?
Alan Wayne died in mysterious 
circumstances – his last days marred by 
an increasing paranoia about an 
organisation called the Court of Owls 
that he believed secretly controlled his 
beloved city. Decades later, tragedy 
struck the Waynes yet again – when 
Alan’s great-grandson Dr. Thomas 
Wayne and his wife, Martha, were 
brutally gunned down in Crime Alley. 
It seemed as if the curse placed upon 
the Wayne family name was all too real.

5. BITTER LEGACY
Lincoln March seemed to be a progressive 
politician who shared many of Bruce Wayne’s 
noble ambitions for Gotham City. In reality, 
though, he was a member of the insidious 

1. LIVING HISTORY
The Wayne family can trace its roots all 
the way back to one of the first humans 
– Anthro the cave boy. Many centuries 
later, a knight of the Scottish court – 
Gaweyne de Weyne – gave his life on a 
Crusade to free the Holy Land. By the 
late 17th century, the Waynes were in 
North America – with the fanatical 
Nathaniel Wayne in hot pursuit of 
witches in the recently established 
Gotham Colony. Nathaniel’s 
persecution of a witch called Annie led 
to the Wayne family name being 
supposedly cursed for all time.

2. THE BLACK SHEEP
Nathaniel’s son, Dr. Thomas Wayne, 
proved to be just as diabolical as his 
father. In 1765, he joined a group of 
occultists seeking to contact the 
demon Barbathos. The summoning 
proved successful, but the creature 
was so monstrous that most of the 
cultists ran away in fear. Thomas 
Wayne stood his ground and was 
granted immortality by Barbathos. 
However, the creature wasn’t a 
demonic entity at all, but rather a 
manifestation of a high-tech 
weapon that had been sent back 
through time by the New God 
Darkseid. It was Darkseid’s plan 
to transform the amoral Thomas 
Wayne into a living weapon to 
be used against the man’s own 
descendant – Bruce Wayne. 
Thomas assumed the identity of 
Dr. Hurt and went on to bedevil 
the Dark Knight numerous 
times before being buried alive 
by the Joker.

3. VISIONARIES
Charles Arwin Wayne made a 
modest fortune buying up 
cheap land in the immediate 

Court of Owls. And what’s more, March 
apparently had a deeply personal reason for 
hating Bruce Wayne. He claimed to be 
Bruce’s younger brother – Thomas Wayne Jr. 
According to Lincoln, he had been born 
prematurely and his parents had been forced 
to place him into the care of the Willowwood 
Home for Children. When Thomas and 
Martha Wayne died, the knowledge that 
Lincoln was their son died with them. Under 
the auspices of the Court of Owls, he grew 
up determined to replace Bruce – the 
brother he never knew – as the heir to the 
Wayne family legacy. Lincoln’s story has 
yet to be independently verified – and 
it is possible that the Court of Owls 
merely brainwashed a vulnerable 
young man for their own nefarious 
purposes. Nevertheless, Lincoln has 
vowed to bring about the downfall 
of the man he believes to be 
his brother. 

THE WAYNES
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RANK & FILE

DIRECT ACTION
After witnessing Earth-Two almost falling to an alien invasion, the Huntress has 
grown up believing that moral justice is far more important than man-made laws. 
Like the rook in chess, her moves are straightforward and to the point. 

ENTERING THE FRAY
Castling is a special defensive 
manoeuvre. It is the only move in chess 
(leaving aside promotion) in which a 
player moves two pieces at the same 
time. Providing that there are no pieces 
between the king and a rook – and that 
neither piece has been moved from its 
original position on the board – a king 
can be moved two squares towards the 
rook. The rook can then be moved onto 
the square over which the king has 
travelled. Castling brings the rook into 
the heart of the battle – when in normal 
circumstances it might be trapped in the 
corner of the board. Similarly, Helena 
Wayne found herself transported from 
the periphery of Earth-Two to the main 

Earth of the DC Universe, where she 
has made a positive contribution 

as the Huntress.
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RANK & FILE

DIRECT ACTION STRAIGHT LINES
The Persian word ‘rukh’ means 
chariot, and the rook is thought to 
have been developed to represent 
the heavily armoured war chariots 
of ancient times. The rook can 
move any number of unoccupied 
squares, but, like a chariot, its 
manoeuvrability is limited and it 
can only move in straight lines 
along ranks and files. The Huntress 
behaves in a similarly direct fashion 
– rejecting strategic planning in 
favour of straightforward action. 
She will place herself at the heart 
of any conflict, often to 
devastating effect. She broke apart 
a criminal cartel trafficking young 
woman into Europe by confronting 
its leader – a North African dictator 
called Chairman Hassan – and 
showed no remorse in killing him.

Effective 
partnership. 
Power Girl 
with Huntress.

No mercy. Huntress executes Chairman Hassan.
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POWER UP!
A common strategic ploy is for a player  
to place both rooks on the same open or 

half-open file. This creates a powerful ‘battering 
ram’ that can be used to smash through tough defences –  

with little risk that the forward rook will be taken. While a 
formidable hero in her own right, the Huntress is also much 

more effective when working in tandem with others, 
particularly Power Girl – a fellow refugee from Earth-Two.  
A Kryptonian by birth, Power Girl has many superpowers 

that the Huntress does not – but she is alsoa wise counsel, 
often tempering her friend’s impetuous nature.



RANK & FILE
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HEART OF THE MATTER
The Tarrasch rule is a general principle 
that applies to the majority of chess 
games. Postulated by Siegbert Tarrasch 
(1862-1934), the ‘rule’ states that rooks 
should always be placed behind passed 
pawns – either your opponent’s or your 
own. This puts the rooks right in the heart 

of the conflict. A rook on the seventh 
rank can be quite devastating. Two 

rooks on the seventh rank, almost 
unbeatable. In much the same 

way, the Huntress prefers 
close-quarters fighting, where 
her martial-arts skills can be 
put to their best use. 

    BLOOD TIES
A rook has a value of five points and is considered the most important 
piece on the board after the king and queen. As the offspring of an 
alternative reality version of Batman – the king in your chess set – the 
Huntress is just as important. She is the daughter that the Dark Knight 
might have had in different circumstances. Batman may never learn the 
Huntress’ true identity – and it is an ironic twist of fate that the pair are 
seemingly destined to be forever at odds.

Up close and personal. 
Huntress takes on thugs.

Alternate reality. 
Helena as Robin, 
Batman’s daughter.
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RULES & MOVES

THE ROOK IN CHESS
The rook can move to any 
squares along its file or rank, as 
long as its path is not blocked. 
Each player begins the game 
with two rooks.

the WHITE ROOK
The rook is a very powerful piece, controlling the next greatest number 
of squares after the queen. In classic chess sets the rook appears as a 
castle or tower, and is sometimes still referred to as a castle.

CHESS OPENINGS
THE WARE OPENING 
In the opening, rooks are undefended by other 
pieces. It is advisable to unite both rooks on 
the first rank by castling, and clearing all pieces 
from the first rank, except for the king and 
rooks. The rooks act as protection for each 
other and are also in a good attacking position.

The Ware Opening is an unusual chess 
opening, named after American player Preston 
Ware (1821-1891) who was noted for his often 
unorthodox methods of play.

The Ware Opening attacks the b5 square and 
threatens to bring the a1 rook into the game. 
However, it is potentially a very poor opening, 
since there is no great strategic advantage in 
attacking b5. If black plays 1 to e5, the f8 
bishop blocks development of the white rook.

CRAB VARIATION
The so-called ‘Crab’ variation of the Ware is 
described by the following moves:

However, the Crab variation brings no great 
advantage for white and in fact weakens his 
position even further. Both variations of the Ware 
are considered ‘irregular’ openings – ie, openings 
categorised by an unusual first move from white. 
Therefore, the Ware is the kind of move that 
would typically only be made by a chess novice.

1 2
W/Pawn - a4

B/Pawn - e5

W/Pawn - h4

a    b    c    d    e    f    g    h
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Jason Todd, 
ex-Robin, is now 

the Red Hood.

COMING SOON
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